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Abstract: The inverter module serves as a critical component in the conversion of electrical energy
within arc plasma power sources, exerting a profound influence on the overall performance and
stability of the power supply. Consequently, the meticulous design and precise control of the inverter
module are of paramount importance in ensuring the effective operation and application of arc plasma
power sources. This paper introduces a dual-closed-loop control system, integrating a voltage outer
loop with a current inner loop, as the cornerstone of its inverter module design. It also undertook a
comprehensive comparative analysis of various voltage-control strategies, encompassing four control
methods (PI, PID, PR, QPR) and two modulation techniques (bipolar modulation and unipolar, carrier-
based modulation) under diverse operating conditions. Additionally, simulation experiments were
conducted on a prototype 10 kW inverter module using the Matlab/Simulink simulation platform,
with evaluation criteria including waveform tracking performance, voltage waveform distortion
rate, and steady-state error. The results indicate that in low-frequency operating conditions, the
voltage-control strategy employing QPR control plus unipolar, carrier-based modulation, and in high-
frequency operating conditions, the voltage-control strategy utilizing PI control plus unipolar, carrier-
based modulation exhibited superior waveform tracking performance. The waveform distortion
rates were measured at below 0.47% and 4.2%, respectively, aligning perfectly with the stringent
standards of IEEE 519. This research provides valuable theoretical support and practical guidance for
future engineering endeavors in the field of inverters.

Keywords: arc plasma power supply; Inverter module; PI control; QPR control; unipolar frequency
multiplication modulation

1. Introduction

Plasma clean technology is currently at the forefront of international advanced envi-
ronmental technology. Arc plasma [1,2] is extensively utilized in the disposal of various
types of solid waste, due to its high current density, concentrated energy, and high gas
enthalpy. This technology shows great potential in the field of environmental management,
with promising market prospects. The rapid development of plasma technology [3] has led
to a continuous renewal of arc plasma power supplies. The arc plasma power supply [4]
plays a crucial role in ensuring the stability of the arc by generating a stable, high-frequency,
high-voltage direct current. It comprises several modules, including a rectifier filter module,
an inverter module, a high-frequency voltage converter module, and a fast rectifier mod-
ule. Among these, the inverter module is a critical device, converting direct current into
alternating current. During the process of tracking rated voltage and frequency signals, the
impact of sudden, high-impact loads can introduce stability errors and system disturbances.
Therefore, it is necessary to incorporate voltage and current control strategies within the
inverter module to ensure that the system output maintains low harmonic content, thus
preserving its performance, stability, and reliability.
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Over the course of several decades, the control technology for inverter modules has
seen significant development. Scholars from both domestic and international backgrounds
have put forth various control methods. Based on the system-modeling approach or
mathematical-description methods, inverter control technology can be broadly classified
into two main categories: nonlinear control techniques and linear control techniques [5].
Several high performances of nonlinear control schemes, such as deadbeat control [6,7],
hysteresis control, predictive control [7,8], iterative learning control [9], and sliding mode
control have been implemented for inverters [10,11].

Among these control techniques, the deadbeat control technique, which belongs to the
family of predictive regulators, is the most commonly used control technique in several
recent applications [12]. When the deadbeat controller is optimally tuned, it offers a faster
transient response with a minimal tracking error within a finite number of sampling steps.
However, deadbeat control is more susceptible to uncertainties, data mismatches, and noise
at higher sampling frequencies.

The hysteresis control method can be employed in a voltage-source inverter to compare
the output utility current to the input reference current, thereby generating switching
signals for the inverters. Hysteresis control offers several advantages, including simplicity,
independence from load factors, and excellent transient response [7,13].

The predictive control method is renowned for its effectiveness in nonlinear control
systems. This technique can achieve precise current control with low total harmonic
distortion (THD) and noise. However, it is often considered challenging to implement in
practical application [14,15].

On the other hand, the sliding mode (SM) control technique has garnered increased
interest for both nonlinear and linear loads [16–18]. SM control is widely recognized as
the preferred algorithm for implementing an inverter system, due to its exceptional perfor-
mance. Currently, SM control has gained widespread adoption for its ability to accurately
track the AC output of the system [19–22]. However, this control technique, while reduc-
ing harmonic levels in the output, has limited capability to reject high-order harmonics.
Continuous-time SM control techniques have been proposed in [23,24], where the output
filter current is used as a state variable. Nevertheless, the SM control technique, which
employs variable switching signals, can lead to an undesirable chattering phenomenon.
Hysteresis-based switching has been considered for each leg of the inverter, resulting in
increased hardware complexity [25].

Inverter systems, being highly nonlinear in nature, utilize linear control techniques to
linearize their models. This approach is straightforward, easy to grasp, and benefits from
well-established parameter-tuning methods, making it the most commonly employed con-
trol method today. The implementation of linear control enables inverters to demonstrate
outstanding steady-state performance and satisfactory dynamic performance. At present,
the linear control methods for inverters mainly encompass proportional-integral (PI) con-
trol [26], proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control, proportional-resonant (PR) control,
quasi-proportional-resonant (QPR) control [27,28], and more. M. Parvez and colleagues [29]
conducted a simulation experiment to analyze the application of PI and PR control in single-
phase UPS inverters. They compared the performance of these two control approaches
in terms of steady-state response, current harmonic levels, and more. Li Jianlin and his
team [30] conducted a comparative analysis between two control strategies, PI control and
QPR control. They utilized a Matlab simulation model to create two distinct operational sce-
narios, and compared the external output characteristics of the Power Conversion System
(PCS) under these different control conditions. Wang Xiuyun and her team [31] conducted
a comparative analysis of three controllers: PI control, PR control, and QPR control. They
examined the Bode plots of these controllers, considering their frequency characteristics,
gains, and bandwidths to make an informed choice of controller. To validate their decision,
they conducted simulation experiments and compared the waveform distortion rates.

The aforementioned studies only compared two or three control methods under a
single operating condition. Building on this foundation, our study enhances the control
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structure of the inverter module by introducing a dual-closed-loop control strategy, incor-
porating a voltage outer loop and a current inner loop. This innovation leads to improved
control precision. Furthermore, we explore various operating conditions to assess the
strengths and weaknesses of the four control methods—PI, PID, PR, and QPR—along with
the two modulation techniques, bipolar modulation and single-pole, double-frequency
modulation. Utilizing the Matlab/Simulink simulation platform, our research conducted
simulation experiments on a 10 kW inverter module prototype. We compared and validated
these control strategies based on key performance indicators, including waveform tracking
accuracy, voltage waveform distortion rates, and steady-state errors. This study seeks to
offer both theoretical support and practical guidance for inverter-related projects across
diverse operating scenarios.

2. Arc Plasma Power Supply Main Circuit

Figure 1 shows the main circuit of the arc plasma power supply. It comprised a rectifier
filter circuit, a full-bridge inverter circuit, a high-frequency transformer, and a fast rectifier
circuit. This configuration facilitated the transfer of energy between AC and DC power
through an AC-DC-AC-DC conversion process. The rectifier circuit used the unidirectional
conductivity of four diodes D1–D4 to rectify the 220 V AC voltage into a single-phase
pulsating voltage. The filter circuit used an LC filter circuit, which was double-filtered to
obtain a smooth DC voltage. In the inverter circuit, the 50 Hz DC voltage generated by the
LC rectifier filter circuit was inverted to produce a 20 kHz AC signal. After passing through
the high-frequency transformer and the fast rectifier circuit, a stable 600 V DC signal
is generated.
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Figure 1. Main circuit of the arc plasma power supply.

An arc plasma power supply with a rated output power of 10 kW was utilized as the
subject of simulation experiments. The comprehensive performance of the parameters is
presented in Table 1.

Table 1. General Parameters of Arc Plasma Power Supply.

Parameters Numerical Values Unit

AC input power 220 V
Power rating 10 kW

Rated input frequency 20 kHz
Total harmonic distortion of the output voltage

(THD) ≤5% /

Output voltage variation ±3% /

A study was conducted on the inverter module (the dashed part in Figure 1). The
front end of the inverter circuit was replaced by a constant voltage source Vdc to simplify
the model. After full-bridge inversion, the magnitude of the output voltage was Ud. The
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main topology structures of single-phase inverter modules are divided into two types:
half-bridge and full-bridge. The half-bridge circuit features a simple structure, requiring
only a few devices. It generates an output AC voltage amplitude of Ud/2. Two capacitors
in series are used on the DC side to ensure voltage balance between the two sides. This
configuration is well-suited for low-power inverter power supplies. The full-bridge circuit
consists of four bridge arms. It produces output voltage and current waveforms with the
same shape as the half-bridge circuit. However, the amplitude of the waveforms is twice as
high (the magnitude is Ud), making it suitable for high-power applications. IGBT switches
(Q1–Q4) were selected for the switching devices. During operation, two control signals
were applied to control the switching of Q1 and Q4, as well as of Q2 and Q3. The equivalent
topology circuit of the inverter module [32,33] is shown in Figure 2.
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A dual-closed-loop control of voltage and current [34] was adopted to achieve effective
control over the topology circuit of the inverter module of the arc plasma power supply.
The control block diagram of the inverter module system is shown in Figure 3.
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In Figure 3, the outer loop employed voltage loop control, where the reference voltage
Uref was subtracted from the output voltage and fed into the voltage loop, denoted Gcv. Gfb
represents feedforward control. The output of the voltage loop Gcv was subtracted from the
inverter output current and fed into the current loop Gcc, thus achieving dual closed-loop
control of the voltage and current.

3. Control Strategy for the Inverter Module

In order to determine the optimal control strategy for the inverter module of the
arc plasma power source, it was necessary to compare various control strategies and
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modulation methods. This comparison helped in selecting the most suitable control method
for the aforementioned plasma power source inverter module.

3.1. Main Control Modes of the Inverter Module

The main control methods currently applied in inverters include PI control [35], PID
control [36], PR control [37], and QPR control [38]. References [35–38] have achieved
favorable control results by employing these inverter control methods based on various
scenarios and systems. Table 2 compares the characteristics of these four control methods.

Table 2. Comparison of Characteristics of Main Control Methods.

Control Mode Control Principle Transfer Functions Theoretical Control Effects

PI Control

According to the deviation between the
given value and the actual output value,
the proportion and the integral of the
deviation were combined linearly to form
a controlled quantity to control the object
under control.

Gcv = Kp + Ki
s Differential adjustment

PID Control

The addition of an extra differential link
(D) to PI control enables better
elimination of static errors, accelerates
the control regulation process, reduces
overshoot, and overcomes oscillations.

Gcv = Kp + Ki
s

Gfb = 1
Kfb

Differential adjustment

PR Control

Proportional resonance controller,
consisting of a proportional link and a
resonance link, for static-free control of
sinusoidal quantities.

Gcv = Kp + 2Krs
s2+ω2 Non-differential adjustment

QPR Control
Quasi-proportional resonance controller,
based on PR control, relieved the gain at
the resonance point.

Gcv = Kp + 2Krωcs
s2+2ωcs+ω2 Non-differential adjustment

3.2. Main Modulation Methods of the Inverter Module

The common modulation methods are unipolar modulation and bipolar modulation.
The waveform of bipolar modulation is positive and negative in half a cycle, while the
waveform of unipolar modulation only changes within a unipolar range in half a cycle.
It has the characteristics of low loss and small electromagnetic interference. Unipolar
double-frequency modulation is the optimization of unipolar modulation. Although both
output the same pulse, the carrier frequency is doubled in principle by unipolar double-
frequency modulation. After the SPWM pulse sequence [39,40] passes through the driving
module, different working modes of the four power transistors can be used. When using
power devices with the same switching frequency, the voltage pulse frequency output by
unipolar double-frequency modulation is twice that of unipolar modulation, which can
reduce switching losses and improve the quality of the output voltage waveform. Therefore,
this paper specifically focuses on comparing unipolar double-frequency modulation and
bipolar modulation. Table 3 provides a detailed discussion of the differences between the
two modulation methods.

Figure 4 shows the simulation model block diagram of the two modulation methods.
Bipolar modulation compares the input voltage waveform with the carrier waveform (tri-
angle waveform). When the amplitude of the modulating waveform exceeds that of the
carrier waveform, switch tubes Q1 and Q4 produce high-level outputs, while Q2 and Q3
produce low-level outputs. On the other hand, if the amplitude of the modulating wave-
form is lower than that of the carrier waveform, Q2 and Q3 produce high-level outputs,
while Q1 and Q4 produce low-level outputs. When the amplitudes of both modulating
waveforms exceed the amplitude of the carrier waveform, Q1 and Q4 output a high level,
while Q2 and Q3 output a low level. If the amplitude of one modulating waveform is
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low-er than that of the carrier waveform, either Q1 and Q4 or Q2 and Q3 will output a high
level, but Q2 and Q4 cannot output a high level simultaneously.

Table 3. Comparison of Characteristics of the Two Modulation Methods.

Modulation Method Modulation Principle Advantages Disadvantages

Bipolar modulation

When the modulating waveform
amplitude is greater than the carrier
waveform amplitude, switch tubes
Q1 and Q4 are on and output high,
Q2 and Q3 are off and output low,
and vice versa.

Good common mode
performance allows for higher
output frequency response
and reduces
harmonic components.

Higher complexity, the need
for more switching devices,
and increases
switching losses.

Monopole frequency
doubling Modulation

The SPWM pulse sequence is
obtained by modulating two sine
waves with a half-switching period
difference with a carrier triangle to
control each of the two half-bridges in
the full-bridge inverter, and the
desired sinusoidal pulse sequence is
obtained by precise control of the four
power devices.

Lower switching losses,
relatively simple control, and
easier control of harmonic
components in the output
waveform [41].

Limited high-frequency
response, and in complex
applications, achieving
sufficient control flexibility
and precision may
be challenging.
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3.3. Simulation of the Inverter Module

To evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the four control strategies (PI, PID, PR,
and QPR) and two modulation methods (bipolar and unipolar frequency doubling), a
simulation model based on the inverter module was developed on the MATLAB/Simulink
simulation platform [42]. The simulation waveforms were observed, and their static-free
tracking characteristics were compared, to determine the optimal method. The simulations
were conducted at 50 Hz, and the waveforms were carefully analyzed to assess the perfor-
mance of each strategy and modulation method. The relevant parameters of the simulation
experiments are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Parameters Related to Simulation Experiments.

Simulation Parameters Set Values Unit

DC-side voltage 400 V
Base voltage 311sinωt V

Inverter switching frequency 50 Hz
Filter Inductors 1 mH
Filter capacitors 20 µF
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According to the circuit structure diagram of the Inverter shown in Figure 2, the
transfer function of the inverter could be derived using state equations [43]:

G(s) =
R

RLCs2 + Ls + R
(1)

Utilizing the Ziegler-Nichols critical gain method [44] for PI and PID parameter tuning,
adjusting parameter values based on the Bode plots of PR and QPR to minimize steady-
state error, achieved rapid system stabilization [45], and validated adjustments using the
step response curve of the system transfer function G(s). We identified the most suitable
parameter values for all four control methods, ensuring that the step response curves
exhibited excellent stability, overshot less than 20%, and response time was below 4 s [46].

Table 5 shows the control parameter settings for the four control methods, which are
PI, PID, PR, and QPR in the simulation model [47].

Table 5. Setting Values for Control Parameters.

Control Methods Kp Ki Kfb Kr ωr ωc

PI control 0.01 10 / / / /
PID control 0.01 10 500 / / /
PR control 0.02 1 / 1 100π 5π

QPR control 0.02 1 / 1 100π 5π

The modulation methods used in the simulation model were bipolar modulation and
unipolar frequency doubling modulation. The control method employed a dual closed-loop
control system, consisting of an external voltage loop and an internal current loop. There
were four types of voltage loop control: PI control, PID control, PR control, and QPR control,
and the current loop control was proportional. The block diagram of the arc plasma power
inverter module simulation is shown in Figure 5.
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The simulation model consisted of two main parts: the control loop and the power topology.
In the control loop, V0 was the output voltage, which was subtracted from the reference

voltage and then passed through the voltage outer loop using one of the four control
methods. The controlled output current was compared to the measured current, and
the difference was subjected to SPWM modulation. To allow for a certain level of over-
modulation, a limiting function was incorporated between the subtraction and the SPWM
modulation. In the current loop control, the collected current was multiplied by a current
loop coefficient and then subtracted to introduce some damping. This damping effect made
the current regulation process smoother when there were variations in the load.

In the power topology, a constant current DC source was used with capacitors
connected in parallel at both ends of the power supply to filter out spurious and AC
components of the power supply. The power supply was then passed through the full-
bridge inverter module in the arc plasma power simulation model, the LC filter, and
finally connected to the load. During this process, the output voltage and current signals
were collected.

4. Results and Analysis
4.1. Main Control Strategies of the Inverter Module

Figure 6 displays voltage simulation waveforms under single-polar carrier-based mod-
ulation for PI control, PID control, PR control, and QPR control, facilitating a comparative
analysis of the waveform tracking performance across these four control methods. In
the waveform plot under PI control, a certain phase difference existed between the grid
voltage and the reference voltage, resulting in less-than-ideal tracking performance. PID
control builds upon PI control by introducing feedforward control, reducing the burden
of sinusoidal regulation by the PI controller. This enhanced the control of the sinusoidal
waveform output. Although the tracking performance was improved compared to PI
control, achieving zero steady-state tracking error remained unattained. Under PR con-
trol, nearly zero steady-state error regulation was achieved at the zero crossing point of
the voltage. However, it was evident at the waveform resonance points that the differ-
ence between the output voltage and the reference voltage was still significant. In the
waveform graph under QPR control, the phase difference between the output voltage
and the reference voltage was essentially eliminated, and the waveforms closely matched.
This achieved precise tracking without static errors, making it the optimal waveform
tracking performance.

We used the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) to measure the similarity between the out-
put waveform and the reference waveform, thereby comparing the error between the output
voltage waveform and the reference voltage waveform under different controls [48,49]. The
definition of RMSE was given by the equation:

RMSE =

√√√√1
z

z−1

∑
i=0

(y0i − y1i)
2 (2)

Here, y0i and y1i represent the respective sampled values of the output voltage and
the reference voltage waveforms, and z represents the total number of samples in the
sinusoidal waveform. A smaller RMSE indicates a higher similarity between the output
voltage waveform and the reference voltage waveform, resulting in better waveform
tracking performance and improved waveform quality.

Upon calculation, the waveform zero crossing points, peak points, and overall RMSE
values under the four control modes are presented in Table 6.
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Table 6. RMSE values under different control modes.

Control Method RMSE at Zero
Crossing Point (V) RMSE at Peak Point (V) Total RMSE (V)

PI 22.7927 12.3213 18.9213
PID 8.0795 4.0808 6.4401
PR 3.2038 19.8410 9.8194

QPR 4.9321 2.4780 2.6980

Based on the data presented in Table 6, it is evident that of the four control modes, QPR
control demonstrated the most minimal steady-state error in the output voltage, signifying
superior control performance.

The waveform distortion rate [50] was introduced to measure the magnitude of distor-
tion occurring in the output voltage waveform. The total harmonic distortion rate (THD) of
a voltage is the percentage of the square root of the sum of the squared RMS values of all
the harmonics in that voltage waveform, excluding the fundamental, to the RMS value of
the fundamental voltage of that waveform, i.e.:

THD =

√
|V2|2 + |V3|2 + |V4|2 + |V5|2 + . . . . . . + |VN |2

|V1|
× 100% =

√√√√ N

∑
n=2

(
Vn

V1

)2
× 100% (3)

where: V1 is the fundamental voltage component; V2, V3, V4, V5, . . .. . . VN are integer
multiples of the harmonic voltage components.

Utilizing Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis [51,52], Figure 7 depicts the histogram
of the distortion rate for each harmonic of the actual output voltage under unipolar octave
modulation for the four control methods: PI control, PID control, PR control, and QPR
control. It can be seen that the distortion rate of the second harmonic under PR control
was large, but as the number of harmonics increased, the waveform distortion rate tended
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to decrease and the control effect gradually improved. At high harmonics, the harmonic
distortion rates under PI and PID control were significantly higher than those under PR
and QPR control.
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Figure 7. Distortion rate of each harmonic with different control methods.

Table 7 presents the total harmonic distortion rates for each control method. Dur-
ing system operation disturbances, the output voltage under PI control exhibited a total
harmonic distortion rate of 0.71%, indicating a high level of harmonic content. Under
PID control, the total harmonic distortion rate was reduced to 0.66%, a decrease of 0.05%
compared to PI control, but still with significant harmonic content. PR control achieved
a significantly lower total harmonic distortion rate of only 0.39%. Similarly, QPR control
yielded a total harmonic distortion rate of 0.37%, approaching the performance of PR
control and ensuring better voltage quality.

Table 7. Total Harmonic Distortion Rate Under Different Control Methods.

Control Method THD

PI control 0.71%
PID control 0.66%
PR control 0.39%

QPR control 0.37%

Through adjustments to operating conditions, involving variations in the DC-side
voltage (Udc) and inverter switching frequency, a comparative assessment of the four
control methods was conducted. Initially, with the inverter switching frequency held
constant, modifications were made to the magnitude of the DC-side voltage (Udc). The
resulting variations in the THD of the output voltage are illustrated in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Effect of different input voltages on the total harmonic distortion rate of the output voltage.
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As can be seen from Figure 8, the total harmonic distortion rate of the output voltage
under PR control and QPR control was smaller than that under PI control and PID control.
As the voltage on the DC side increased, the total harmonic distortion rate of the output
voltage decreased under PI control and PID control, resulting in improved control effec-
tiveness. On the other hand, the performance of PR control and QPR control remained
relatively consistent, but still better than that of PI control and PID control. Consequently,
as the voltage on the DC side increased, the control effectiveness can be ranked as follows:
QPR control > PR control > PID control > PI control.

Furthermore, keeping the input voltage constant and varying the inverter switching
frequency ƒ, the change in the total harmonic distortion rate of the output voltage was
obtained, as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Effect of different frequencies on the total harmonic distortion rate of the output voltage:
(a) Low frequency; (b) High frequency.

Modifying the magnitude of the inverter switching frequency caused a more pro-
nounced impact on the total harmonic distortion rate of the output voltage. At lower
frequencies, the total harmonic distortion rate of the output voltage under PR control and
QPR control was lower than that under PI control and PID control. At higher frequencies,
the total harmonic distortion rate of the output voltage under PR and QPR control was
higher than that under PI and PID control. It is apparent that the magnitude of the inverter
switching frequency had a significant impact on the effectiveness of the four control meth-
ods. In high-frequency scenarios, the total harmonic distortion rate of the output voltage
under QPR control was minimized, measuring below 4.2%. Conversely, in low-frequency
situations, the total harmonic distortion rate under PI control was also minimized, falling
below 0.47%. Compared to previous research [29–31], the dual closed-loop control strategy
with a voltage outer loop and a current inner loop used in this paper resulted in a lower
distortion rate in the output voltage waveform, and it strictly conformed to the IEEE 519
standard [53] under all operating conditions.

At lower frequencies, PR control and QPR control exhibited superior performance
compared to PI control and PID control. Figure 10 illustrates the Bode diagram for PR
control and QPR control, different color lines represent the amplitude gain and phase angle
of the two control methods at their respective frequencies. As the switching frequency
increased, the gain of both PR and QPR control gradually decreased, resulting in a narrower
bandwidth. Consequently, the control effectiveness diminished, and the stability of the
system was compromised. Although PR control provided high gain at the resonant point,
its bandwidth was narrower, resulting in less effective control compared to QPR control.
Therefore, at lower frequencies, QPR control yields the best performance.
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When operating at high frequencies, PI control and PID control outperformed PR
control and QPR control. PID control, in contrast to PI control, introduced a phase lead
compensation. When dealing with high-frequency situations characterized by rapid re-
sponses, system overshooting could occur, and the integrator could accumulate errors to
accommodate this overshooting. Enhancing the integral action appropriately could lead
to improved control performance. However, incorporating a differential component may
result in high-frequency oscillations that degrade control performance [54]. Consequently,
when the switching frequency is high, PI control delivered optimal results.

4.2. Influence of the Control Method

Under the QPR control method, the total harmonic distortion rate was 0.37% after
Fast Fourier Transform analysis, while the total harmonic distortion rate under the bipolar
modulation method was 0.53%, 0.15% higher than that of the unipolar frequency doubling.
This indicated that unipolar frequency doubling modulation had a better modulation effect
and the modulated waveform was closer to the ideal sine.

Figure 11 shows the variation in the total harmonic distortion rate of the output voltage
when modifying the input voltage Udc and the inverter switching frequency ƒ on the
DC side.
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Figure 11. Plot of total harmonic distortion of output voltage with voltage and frequency: (a) Voltage
change; (b) Frequency change.

Figure 11 reveals that as the voltage increased, the distortion in the waveform be-
came more pronounced under bipolar modulation. In contrast, the THD of the output
waveform under unipolar double-frequency modulation was relatively stable, with ex-
cellent modulation performance, consistently remaining below 0.47%. As the switching
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frequency increased, although both bipolar modulation and unipolar double-frequency
modulation exhibited degraded performance, the THD of the output voltage under unipo-
lar double-frequency modulation consistently remained below 4.2%, achieving a high level
of modulation performance. Therefore, regardless of the operating conditions, unipolar
double-frequency modulation consistently yielded the best results.

5. Conclusions

This paper focuses on the inverter module of arc plasma power sources. In its design,
it utilized a dual closed-loop control structure with a voltage outer loop and a current
inner loop. In terms of control, building upon prior research, it varied the operating
conditions and undertook a comparative study of the advantages and disadvantages of
different control methods and modulation techniques. Furthermore, a simulation model
was constructed using Matlab/Simulink. This model was employed to conduct a quantita-
tive analysis and a comparative examination, utilizing waveform tracking performance,
voltage waveform distortion rate, and steady-state error as evaluation metrics. The pri-
mary objective was to pinpoint the most effective control strategy, thereby mitigating the
pollution resulting from harmonics, enhancing the power quality of the inverter module,
and ultimately elevating the stability of the arc plasma power source system.

Based on the test results, operating at lower frequencies, within the range of 0 to
1 kHz for the switching frequency of the arc plasma power source, the control strategy
that combined QPR control with single-pole harmonic modulation delivered the most
effective voltage waveform tracking performance. It resulted in a distortion rate of less
than 0.47% and the lowest steady-state error. On the other hand, at higher switching
frequencies, when the switching frequency of the arc plasma power source exceeded 1 kHz,
utilizing the control strategy of PI control with single-pole harmonic modulation provided
the best voltage waveform tracking performance, with a distortion rate below 4.2% and
minimal steady-state error. Applying these two control strategies to different operating
conditions enabled seamless tracking of sinusoidal signals without any steady-state error.
This effectively reduced voltage harmonics, leading to excellent voltage quality, enhanced
system resilience, and strict compliance with the IEEE 519 standard. It can offer valuable
theoretical support and practical guidance for future engineering applications related
to inverters.
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